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Summary -Wine, women, song - and football - what's not to like? Snake isn't War and Peace, but it

is a lot of fun.Review - Way back in 9th grade (1986-1987), I had to take Alabama History. Our

teacher had this old crank come speak to the class and tell us about some recently-published books

about Alabama. I can't remember much of what the guy said, as most of the books he discussed

were about dull stuff about which I couldn't have cared less.However, I do remember one book that

he mentioned, Kenny Stabler's autobiography, Snake. This book, he told us, was not something that

any of us should read; it was all about Stabler's bad habits while playing quarterback at The

University of Alabama and in the NFL. Of course, I made a note to read the book, but it took me

many years to get around to it. (I was bone lazy in the 9th grade).Actually, the crank did have a

point about the book Snake - it's loaded with wine, women, and song, which is what makes it such

great, light reading. Snake details how he used to stay up all night. (That's no exaggeration - he

literally did not go to bed the nights before some games). There are lots of other wild stories about

Snake -1) hanging out in a hot tub - nude - with Raider teammate John Matuszak and some flight

attendants,2 leaving Raider teammate Dave "The Ghost" Caspar alone on an oil platform in the Gulf

of Mexico for several hours during a fishing trip,3) as part of his initiation into The University of

Alabama lettermens club - walking around the UA campus with a book and a pencil and asking

coeds to sign the book. What the women didn't know was that that the pencil was attached to a

string that ran under Snake's clothes and was tied to his "member.
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